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The Business of Restaurants – Since 1987

Our Specialized Services
—
01
Brokerage — NRB

acts as broker and
intermediary for buyers and sellers of
both independent concepts and franchised
multi-unit restaurant operations

02
Re-Franchising —

NRB effectively
handles re-franchising for franchisors
and resales of existing franchisees

03
Sale / Leaseback —

NRB effectively
handles sale/leasebacks for multi-unit
operators seeking to attain the highest
possible price for their properties

04
Financing — NRB

sources and assists in
procuring financing for transactions of
every shape and size

05
Lender Workouts — NRB

works closely
and confidentially with lenders in
pre-default situations and assists with
workouts

06
Bankrupcy Sales — NRB

represents
bankruptcy trustees and can represent
either debtors or creditors in order to
maximize proceeds on asset sales in the
bankruptcy process

07
Valuation — NRB

provides valuations
and fairness opinions and assists in the
efficient and professional resolution of
buy/sells and partnership disputes

08
Appraisal and Legal Services —

NRB staff
includes a licensed attorney and a licensed
commercial real estate appraiser

09
Litigation Support — NRB

offers expert
witness valuation testimony and litigation
support and advisory services

The Leader in the Sale of
Multi - Unit Restaurants
—
National Restaurant Brokers is a unique brokerage
firm dedicated solely to brokering single and
multi-unit restaurants, and effectively providing a
variety of corresponding services related to those
transactions.
That’s all we do.
Since 1987, we’ve developed and continue to refine
our remarkable combination of hands-on real world deal
experience, and our unparalleled focus on maximizing
results in executing and closing our transactions.
We’ve become the premium go-to brokerage firm serving
the multi-unit restaurant industry.
We live and breathe for our clients, every day.
We handle each assignment in a thoroughly
professional and highly confidential manner. Our
exclusive focus on the restaurant industry, and
our extensive track record of successfully closed
transactions, enable us to meet the most demanding
objectives of the widest array of single and multiunit restaurant operators and investors.
We can satisfy almost any criteria set by any buyer.
We’re the only brokerage company to publish our list
of available multi-unit restaurant operations on
our website,www.restsearch.com. We’ve continued to
publish our list since 1997, while professionally
maintaining the confidentiality of the identity of
the multi-unit restaurants that we sell and lease.
A very difficult task.
We constantly update our large proprietary database
of more than 40,000 active single and multi-unit
restaurant buyers and tenants seeking to grow
their restaurant operations through acquisitions,
conversions, and new restaurant openings.
Accordingly, we can always quickly tap into a
ready pool of qualified and motivated buyers and
investors, and more effectively hit the ground
running with each and every assignment as it comes
in. We’re the only brokerage company to advertise in
Nation’s Restaurant News on a regular basis, and our
website is visited hundreds of times per week.
Always a ready pool of motivated and qualified
buyers.
Since 1987 dedication to the multi-unit
restaurant operations and lending industries, and our
continued and committed hard work for our clients,
have enabled us to develop and maintain a deep and
varied high-quality inventory of single and multiunit restaurant operations available for acquisition,
including both franchised and independent restaurants.
We’re the first call made by every informed buyer.
We’re the first call made by every informed seller.

